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Fiction:
Mexican Gothic by Silvia Moreno-Garcia (L)
A modern take on Gothic horror, set in 1950s Mexico – from the author of Gods of Jade and Shadow

The Shadows by Alex North
A chilling and creepy thriller, for fans of Stephen King

All Adults Here by Emma Straub (L)
A charming multigenerational novel set in a small-town – a heartwarming summer read

Friends and Strangers by J. Courtney Sullivan (L)
An emotionally affecting novel that explores the friendship between a new mother and her nanny

Survivor Song by Paul Tremblay (L)
A rabies-like virus strikes in Massachusetts, an outbreak the government is not prepared for – from the acclaimed horror novelist

Her Last Flight by Beatriz Williams (L)
For fans of historical fiction and romance, inspired by Amelia Earhart and set amidst the golden era of aviation

Non-fiction:
The Hardest Job in the World: The American Presidency by John Dickerson
The 60 Minutes correspondent and journalist on the role of the President in the past and today

Fire in Paradise by Alastair Gee and Dani Anguiano (L)
A gripping journalistic account of the 2018 wildfires in Paradise, California

The Vapors by David Hill
1930s-1960s historical true crime set in Hot Springs, AR: a “forgotten capital of vice”

The Sirens of Mars: Searching for Life on Another World
by Sarah Stewart Johnson
A lyrical history of Mars exploration and a memoir from a planetary scientist

When Truth is All You Have by Jim McCloskey, with Philip Lerman
A hopeful memoir from a minister who established a prison inmate advocacy organization to free wrongly convicted prisoners

The Book of Eels: Our Enduring Fascination with the Most
Mysterious Creature in the Natural World by Patrik Svensson (L)
A stirring blend of memoir and nature writing about eels, for those who enjoyed H is for Hawk and The Soul of an Octopus

